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LE DÉCORS
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Les technologies de l’information et de la communication
Un besoin de définition▸ 2010, constat « there is currently no definition of the term
"information and communication technologies", which is
widely used in documents of the United Nations, ITU and
other organizations » et requête pour la constitution d’un
groupe pour définir le terme TIC, résolution 140 de ITU▸ 2011, création du groupe (correspondance group) au sein de
l’ITU▸ 2012, 1ers résultats▸ 2014, rapport final
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Les technologies de l’information et de la communication
Sens communs
« Ce qui concerne le matériel électronique informatique et logiciels
associés pour convertir, stoker, protéger, traiter, transmettre,
récupérer des informations pour la plupart numérisées »
Niveaux de description 1▸ Technique (composant)
▸ Électronique, photonique, mécanique▸ Matériel, processus, techniques pour créer les éléments
matériels de base▸ Équipement (produit)
▸ Combinaison matériel, logiciel▸ Systèmes ou dispositifs fonctionnels▸ Service (contenu)
▸ Applications matériels ou logiciels avec contenu
1. Rapport CE « Impacts des TIC sur l’efficacité énergétique », 2008 4
Les technologies de l’information et de la communication
Technique (composant)▸ Information
▸ Traitement : processeurs génériques ou spécifiques (CPU, DSP,
GPU)▸ Stockage : semiconducteur, disques optiques, bandes
magnétiques▸ Données d’entrée (micro-systèmes) : optiques, acoustiques,
températures. . .▸ Données de sortie : optiques (projection), acoustiques (voix),
micro-électro-mécaniques▸ Communication
▸ Téléphonie filaire (ADSL, IP. . .)▸ Diffusion (TV, radio)▸ Téléphonie mobile (GSM, GPRS, UMTS)▸ Transmission de données filaires (internet et réseaux locaux)▸ Réseaux sans fil (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, ZigBee)
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Les technologies de l’information et de la communication
Équipement (produit)▸ Matériel de l’utilisateur final
▸ Ordinateurs et périphériques (serveurs, consoles de jeux,
ordinateurs portables, équipements vidéos. . .)▸ Enregistreurs, lecteurs, unités de stockage (DVD, USB,
MP3. . .)▸ Modems (interface réseau à haut ou bas débit)▸ Téléphones filaires, sans fil, mobiles▸ Fax▸ TV et périphériques (récepteurs, antennes)
Frontière difficile avec EGP
(électronique grand public)▸ Convergence TIC-EGP▸ Box triple-play
(internet, téléphone,
TV)
http://www.wikipedia.org/
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Les technologies de l’information et de la communication
Équipement (produit)▸ Matériel de l’utilisateur final
▸ Ordinateurs et périphériques (serveurs, consoles de jeux,
ordinateurs portables, équipements vidéos. . .)▸ Enregistreurs, lecteurs, unités de stockage (DVD, USB,
MP3. . .)▸ Modems (interface réseau à haut ou bas débit)▸ Téléphones filaires, sans fil, mobiles▸ Fax▸ TV et périphériques (récepteurs, antennes)
▸ Infrastructure
▸ Serveurs et centres de données (data center)▸ Réseau filaire téléphonique (routeur, switch. . .)▸ Réseau cellulaire (station de base GSM ou UMTS, switch. . .)▸ Réseaux locaux sans fil (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, ZigBee. . .)▸ Équipements de diffusion TV ou radio▸ Micro-sytèmes
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Les technologies de l’information et de la communication
Service (contenu)▸ Calculateur
▸ Traitement de données, traitement multimédia, simulation▸ Télécommunication
▸ Téléconférence, télétravail, télé-achat. . .▸ Internet
▸ Commerce électronique, formation en ligne (e-learning). . .
▸ GPS
▸ Navigation, sécurité, contrôle de trafic. . .
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indicator for the energy impact of the ICT sector. This indicator is relevant as the use 
phase of ICT equipments has been proven to be the most significant in terms of 
environmental impacts in their life cycle, due to the electricity use35. This will be 
further discussed in section 1.4.1.  
As discussed earlier, ICT equipment can be of following two types (Figure 8): 
• ICT end-user-device 
• ICT infrastructure 
Figure 8: Structure of the ICT sector 
 
This section projects the development trajectories in terms of stock (in million units) 
and per unit electricity consumption (in kWh/year per unit) of ICT devices and of ICT 
infrastructures both in a business-as-usual (BAU) scenario and in an Eco-scenario which 
uses more optimistic assumptions on the improvement of the energy efficiency of the 
ICT sector (both devices and infrastructure). 
The BAU scenario takes into account existing and upcoming policies, existing and 
upcoming voluntary measures, and technical and market trends in the ICT sector: 
• the relevant existing policy framework (e.g. EuP Directive) and likely implementing 
measures (minimum efficiency performance standards) emerging from the EuP 
                                                           
35
 EuP preparatory studies lot 3, 4, 5 and 7 
Rapport CE, 2008
▸ TIC = Informatique + internet + télécommunication
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Les télécommunications mobilesnew mobile networks are being installed: we have to reduce energy consumption while adding new systems
Wide Area
Mobility
1995 2000 2005 2011
GSM
GPRS 4G?
EDGE
UMTS LTE
HSPA
+
HSDPA
Mobile TV
HSUPA
Coverage and Mobility
4G?EDGE
UMTS
HSPA
+
HSDPA
DVB-x
3
Short range
Mobility
Data Rate
10kbps 100kbps
Fixed
WLAN
Fix
1Mbps 10Mbps 100Mbps
B3G802.16m
Data Rate
WLAN
Fixed
Wimax
Orange Labs in GDR-ISIS, juin 2012
▸ 1893 Tesla ; 1896 télégraphe sans fil
de Marconi ; 1980 1G analogique ;
1990 2G numérique
▸ 1970 premier réseau local ;
2000 développement Wi-Fi
et Wimax
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Évolution des réseaux
Convergence, hétérogénéité
http://courses.ischool.berkeley.edu/
Globalité
Rapport de master, M.L. Camara, 2008
Interconnexion
http://www.3glteinfo.com/
. . . virtuel ?
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Évolution des réseaux
Réseaux de capteurs sans fil
Review of Energy Harvesting Technologies for Sustainable Wireless Sensor Network 17
2. Smart Environment with Pervasive Computing
Pervasive computing is the trend towards increasingly ubiquitous and connected computing
devices in the environment. These pervasive computing devices are not personal computers
as we tend to think of them, but they are very tiny computing devices, either mobile or em-
bedded in almost any type of object imaginable, including cars, tools, appliances, clothing
and various consumer goods. According to Dan Russell, director of the User Sciences and Ex-
perience Group at IBM’s Almaden Research Center, by the near future, computing will have
become so naturalized within the environment that people will not even realize that they are
using computers Kumar (2005). Russell and other researchers expect that in the future smart
devices all around us will maintain current information about their locations, the contexts in
which they are being used, and relevant data about the users. The goal of the researchers is
to create a system that is pervasively and unobtrusively embedded in the environment, com-
pletely connected, intuitive, effortlessly portable and constantly available. Smart environment
is among the emerging technologies expected to prevail in the pervasive computing environ-
ment of the future.
The notion of smart environment is becoming a reality with pervasive computing as well as
advancements of various related technologies such as wireless networking, micro-fabrication
and integration using micro-electromechanical system (MEMS) technology and embedded
intelligent with microprocessors. Smart environments represent the next evolutionary devel-
opment step in various application areas such as building, utilities, industrial, home, marine,
animal habitat, traffic, etc. Like any sentient organism, the smart environment relies first and
foremost on sensory data from the real world. Sensory data comes from multiple sensors
of different modalities in distributed locations. Similarly for the smart environment, infor-
mation about its surroundings is also needed just like what is captured by the receptors in
the biological systems. The information needed by the smart environments is provided by
the distributed WSN which has its pervasive sensor nodes for sensing, processing and com-
municating the information to the base station. To facilitate smart environments in various
application areas, a general architecture of the data acquisition and distribution network is
provided in Figure.1. The data acquisition network is designed to gather real-world infor-
mation as well as to monitor the condition of the targeted application. Data are collected at
the base station in a wireless manner, preprocessed and then distributed to the end users via
different communicating devices.
Referring to Figure.1, it can be seen that the entire data network is a very large and complex
system that is made up of many different subsystems i.e. sensor nodes, base station, manage-
ment center, wireland and wireless communication systems. The sensor nodes and the base
station are part of the data acquisition network and the wireland and wireless communica-
tion systems belongs to the data distribution network. Once the sensor nodes are deployed
in the application areas, the nodes would sense and collect data from the environment and
the collected data are then sent to the base station in a wireless manner. The base station con-
solidates the collected data and preprocesses the data so that it can be delivered quickly and
safely over the data distribution network to the end users. Most importantly, the end users
must be able to access the information at anywhere and at any time. In between the data ac-
quisition network and the data distribution network, a management center is incorporated so
as to better coordinate, monitor and control the data flow between the two networks. When
data is transferred within the entire network, there are two important factors that need to be
well considered namely data integrity and data security.
Fig. 1. A general architecture of the data acquisition and distribution network to facilitate
smart environments Cook et al. (2004)
The framework of a WSN is similar to the architecture of the general data acquisition and
distribution network described in Figure.1. Likewise, the main objective of WSN is to provide
the end user with intelligence and a better understanding of the environment so as to facili-
tate a smart environment. WSN is considerably a new research field and it has a widespread
of research problems for both academic scholars and industrial researchers to resolve. WSN
itself has also several attractive advantages as discussed in Kuorilehto et al. (2005) Callaway
(2003) that make it suitable for many potential implementation areas. These implementation
areas include environmental monitoring, health monitoring, miliary surveillance and many
others listed in Table.1. The challenging part of the WSN research work is that WSN requires
an enormous breadth of knowledge from a vast variety of disciplines such as embedded mi-
croprocessor, networking, power, wireless communication and microelectronic to be able to
optimize WSN for specific application.
3. Overview of Wireless Sensor Networks
The original motivation of WSN can be traced back to the design of military applications
such as battlefield surveillance and intrusion detection mentioned by Chong et al. in Chong
et al. (2003). Based on the previous endeavors to build efficient military sensor networks as
well as the fast developments in microelectronic design and wireless communication, WSN
are gradually introduced to many civil application areas. With the continuous dedications
of academic scholars and industrial researchers, people are getting closer and closer to the
essential points to understand WSN technology. The unique characteristics of WSN make it
W. Seah & Y. Tan, Sustainable wireless sensor network, Intechweb 2010
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Empreinte carbone TIC
▸ 2 à 3 % des émissions de gaz à effet de serre
Répartition des émissions hors télédiffusion
Figure 2: Long-term changes related to the climate 
 
Source: IPCC (WG1 contribution to 4th assessment report) 
At a scientific conference on climate 
change in Copenhagen in March 
2009, Lord Nicholas Stern, author 
of the Stern Review on the 
Economics of Climate Change 16 , 
predicted that average 
temperatures could rise by as much 
as 6 degrees by the end of this 
century17. 
The primary sources of GHG 
emissions are energy production 
and consumption, transport, 
buildings, land-use change, 
agricultural byproducts, waste 
management etc. Other industries, 
including the ICT sector, generate 
around 4 per cent of total GHG, but 
this is much higher—around 14 per 
cent—if indirect energy use is 
included. According to a report 
prepared by McKinsey for the 
Climate Group and the Global 
eSustainability Initiative (GeSI), the 
ICT sector itself (excluding the 
radiocommunication sector) 
contributes between 2-2.5 per cent 
of GHG, at just under 1 Gigatonne 
of carbon dioxide equivalent 
(CO2eq)18. 
Figure 3: Estimated distribution of global CO2 emissions 
from ICTs 
 
Note: This analysis does not include radio-broadcasting equipment or 
TV sets. It is based on a global estimate of 0.9 Gt CO2eq. 
Source: R. Kumar and L. Mieritz, “Conceptualizing ‘Green IT’ and 
data centre power and cooling issues,” Gartner Research Paper No. 
G00150322, Sep. 2007. 
The main constituent (40 per cent) 
of this is the energy requirements 
of PCs and data monitors, with data 
centres contributing a further 23 
per cent (Figure 3). Fixed and 
mobile telecommunications 
contribute an estimated 24 per cent 
of the total. As the ICT industry is 
growing faster than the rest of the 
economy, this share will likely 
increase over time. ICT’s share of 
global GHG emissions (2.5 per cent) 
is much smaller than its share of 
gross domestic product (GDP; 
which is around 8 per cent of US 
GDP, for instance).  
The main output of the ICT sector is 
information rather than physical 
goods (“bits”, not “atoms”), a 
concept sometimes referred to as 
“dematerialization”. Thus, ICTs can 
contribute greatly to finding a 
 4 
Rapport ITU, 2007
▸ 2 à 10 % de la consommation mondiale d’énergie
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Bilans énergétiques
Consommation d’électricité par secteur en Europe en 2005
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• Industry:   1,094 TWh/a (40.9 %) 
• Transport:   72 TWh/a (2.7 %) 
A more detailed electricity distribution is presented in Figure 5. 
In EU 25, the total electricity consumption amounts to 2,691 TWh for the year 2005. 
Figure 5: EU 27 Electricity consumption (EuroStat) 
EU 27 Electricity consumption by sector (2005)
Chemical industry
7%
Non M etal, mineral 
products
3%
Food, drink, tabacco
4%
Pulp, paper, print
5%
Engineering and metal
6%
Other industries
6%
Other industry (?)
2%
Transport
3%
Services/Tertiary
27%
Households/Residential
29%
Non ferrous metals
3%
Iron and steel
5%
 
 Future trends in electricity consumption in the EU 
The Directorate General Energy and Transport28 provides energy trends until 2030 for 
the European Union (Table 4). 
                                                           
28
 DG TREN Trends 2030 update 2005  
http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/energy_transport/figures/trends_2030_update_2005/energy_transport_trends_2030_update_2005_en.pdf 
Rapport CE, 2008
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Réseaux mobiles
2 
Michela Meo – Politecnico di Torino 
Fixed operators 
User terminals: 
70% of power 
consumption 
30% of power 
consumption 
Michela Meo – Politecnico di Torino 
Mobile operators 
90% of power 
consumption 
Users terminals: 
10% of power 
consumption 
Order of the OPEX! 
3 
Michela Meo – Politecnico di Torino 
Mobile operators 
3 billion x 0.1 W = 
0.3GW 
3 million x 1.5 kW = 
4.5GW 
10,000 x 10 kW = 
0.1GW 
According to an estimate of  
Nokia Siemens Networks,  
worldwide… 
Michela Meo – Politecnico di Torino 
Reduce power consumption 
of the network 
Solutions for the 
devices 
Innovative materials with 
higher  heat dissipation 
Increase use of photonic 
Links: more efficient 
modulation, low power tx 
Solutions for the 
whole network 
New architectures 
Dynamic network 
planning 
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Links: more efficient 
modulation, low power tx 
Solutions for the 
whole network 
New architectures 
Dynamic network 
planning 
M. Meo, Grenn ICT, 2011
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Réseaux fixes
2 
Michela Meo – Politecnico di Torino 
Fixed operators 
User terminals: 
70% of power 
consumption 
30% of power 
consumption 
Michela Meo – Politecnico di Torino 
Mobile operators 
90% of power 
consumption 
Users terminals: 
10% of power 
consumption 
Order of the OPEX! 
M. Meo, Grenn ICT, 2011
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Réseaux mobiles
Répartition de la consommation
Vodafone, 2008
CO2/ans/ abonné
www.mobilevce.com 
© 2009 Mobile VCE 
Where is the Energy Used? 
  For the operator, 57% of 
electricity use is in radio access 
  Operating electricity is the 
dominant energy requirement at 
base stations 
  For user devices, most of the 
energy used is due to 
manufacturing 
9kg 
CO2 
4.3kg 
CO2 
2.6kg 
CO2 
8.1kg 
CO2 
Mobile 
CO2 emissions per subscriber 
per year3 
Operation 
Embodied 
energy 
Base station 
3. Tomas Edler, Green Base 
Stations – How to Minimize CO2 
Emission in Operator Networks, 
Ericsson, Bath Base Station 
Conference 2008 
Ericsson, 2008
Consommation station de base
www.mobilevce.com 
© 2009 Mobile VCE 
Base Station Power Use @ 2003 
H. Karl, “An overview of energy-efficiency techniques for mobile communication systems,” 
Telecommunication Networks Group, Technical University Berlin, Tech. Rep. TKN-03-XXX, 
September 2003. [Online]. Available: http://www-tkn.ee.tu-berlin.de/∼karl/WG7/AG7Mobikom-
EnergyEfficiency-v1.0.pdf 
H. Karl, rapport technique, 2003
▸ Rendement d’une station
de base :
120 W
3800 W
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Réseau mobile
▸ Besoin de couverture et de débit tout le temps partout pour
tous les services
GreenTouch, Alcatel-Lucent, 2011
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Réseau mobile
▸ Besoin de couverture et de débit tout le temps partout pour
tous les services ≡ verser 100 km3 pour un dé à coudre d’eau
GreenTouch, Alcatel-Lucent, 2011
Station de base ≡ radiateur
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Bilan d’un opérateur
Répartition de la consommation en France
Orange Labs - Research & Development - presentation title – date unrestricted 
France Telecom's energy consumption (in France) :
= ½% of all the French electricity 
consumption
France Telecom, in WWRF 2008
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Trafic
Trafic en Europe au cours d’une journée, réseau cellulaire
http://techneconomyblog.com/tag/mobile-broadband/
▸ 80 % du trafic depuis les bâtiments (habitat, travail)▸ Succession pic Wi-Fi, pic téléphonie mobile
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Prévisions
Trois scénarios▸ De base : sans prendre en compte de l’augmentation de
l’utilisation des TIC▸ Business as usual : développement économique sans révolution,
évolution des tendances actuelles (scénario du laisser-faire)▸ Éco-scénario (optimiste)
Consommation d’électricité (TWh/a), scénarios BAU et ECO
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Figure 1: BAU-scenario until 2020 – ICT sector total electricity use (use-phase) (EU-25) 
BAU Scenario Annual Electricity Consumption of ICT (in TWh/a)
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Figure 2: Eco-scenario until 2020 – ICT sector total electricity use (use-phase) (EU-25) 
ECO Scenario Annual Electricity Consumption of ICT (in TWh/a)
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General recommendations in order to reach the targets set by the Eco-scenario 
include: 
• Information to consumers to promote value efficiency and life cycle cost over 
purchase costs  
• Adoption of a European Green Public Procurement scheme 
• Extension of the European Energy Star labelling program or of the Energy label to 
other ICT devices (with priority on the products with significant energy consumption) 
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General recommendations in order to reach the targets set by the Eco-scenario 
include: 
• Information to consumers to promote value efficiency and life cycle cost over 
purchase costs  
• Adoption of a European Green Public Procurement scheme 
• Extension of the European Energy Star labelling program or of the Energy label to 
other ICT devices (with priority on the products with significant energy consumption) 
Rap ort C , 2008
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Prévisions
Trafic de données (2016 : 1019 octets/mois), réseau mobile
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Global Mobile Data Traffic, 2011 to 2016 
Overall mobile data traffic is expected to grow to 10.8 exabytes per month by 2016, an 18-fold increase over 2011. 
Mobile data traffic will grow at a CAGR of 78 percent from 2011 to 2016 (Figure 1). 
Figure 1.   Cisco Forecasts 10.8 Exabytes per Month of Mobile Data Traffic by 2016 
 
 
The Asia Pacific and Western Europe regions will account for over half of global mobile traffic by 2016, as shown 
in Figure 2. Middle East and Africa will experience the highest CAGR of 104 percent, increasing 36-fold over the 
forecast period. Asia Pacific (a region that now includes Japan) will have the second highest CAGR of 84 percent, 
increasing 21-fold over the forecast period. The emerging market regions of Central and Eastern Europe and 
Latin America will have CAGRs of 83 percent and 79 percent respectively, and combined with Middle East 
and Africa will represent an increasing share of total mobile data traffic, up from 15 percent at the end of 2011 
to 19 percent by 2016. 
Cisco, Visual networking index, 2012
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Prévisions
Trafic de données (2016 : 1019 octets/mois), réseau mobile
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Figure 2.   Global Mobile Data Traffic Forecast by Region 
 
 
In the sections that follow, we identify 10 major trends behind the growth of mobile data traffic. 
Cisco, Visual networking index, 2012
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Trafic de données (2016 : 1019 octets/mois), réseau mobile
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Trend 1: Device Diversification 
Figure 3 shows the devices responsible for mobile data traffic growth. Laptops and netbooks will continue to 
generate a disproportionate amount of traffic, but newer device categories such as tablets and M2M nodes 
will begin to account for a more significant portion of the traffic by 2016. 
Figure 3.   Laptops and Smartphones Lead Traffic Growth 
 
 
The proliferation of high-end handsets, tablets, and laptops on mobile networks is a major generator of traffic, 
because these devices offer the consumer content and applications not supported by previous generations of 
mobile devices. As shown in Figure 4, a single smartphone can generate as much traffic as 35 basic-feature 
phones; a tablet as much traffic as much as 121 basic-feature phones; and a single laptop can generate as 
much traffic as 498 basic-feature phones. 
Cisco, Visual networking index, 2012
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Une histoire ancienne
▸ Augmentation des flux de données, des applications, des
équipements et maîtrise des coûts associés▸ Problème d’optimisation à plusieurs variables
▸ Débit, quantité d’information▸ Puissance, énergie▸ Bande de fréquence▸ Délais, retard▸ Taux d’erreur▸ Protocole de communication▸ Configuration réseau▸ Coopération▸ Matériel, technologie▸ Complexité des algorithmes▸ Ex. : maximisation du débit et allocation de l’information sous
contrainte de puissance (comm. ADSL, coût : complexité)▸ Nouveauté : plus avec beaucoup moins !
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Une écoradio utopique
Approche holistique de l’impact environnemental▸ Conception▸ Extraction, transport et transformation de la matière première,
fabrication, commercialisation, mise en place▸ Utilisation (fonctionnement, maintenance)
▸ Support de l’information (OEM, signalisation, voie de retour,
retransmission)▸ Traitement de l’information (composants émetteur, récepteur,
transducteurs, têtes RF, traitement du signal)▸ Acheminement de l’information (routage, passerelles, relayage,
protocoles d’échanges)▸ Recyclage
▸ Choix des technologies▸ Prise en compte des usages
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Une écoradio utopique
Optimisation globale
▸ Énergie (dBJ) pour transmettre 1 Gbit dans 5 MHz en
fonction du temps de transmission
▸ Mise en équation de toutes les étapes (énergie grise) !
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Quelques résultats
▸ Source d’énergie renouvelable▸ Mesure d’efficacité énergétique à tous les niveaux
  
IV. EARTH. 
A consortium consisting of 15 partners from industry, 
academia and small and medium enterprises (SMEs) has 
started the EU FP7 project “Energy Aware Radio and 
Network Technologies” (EARTH) in January 2010 to find 
appropriate solutions to the energy efficiency challenge. 
EARTH follows a unified approach to target the whole 
system from an energy efficiency perspective. 
The EARTH is focussing on mobile broadband networks 
with the future key technologies LTE (3GPP Long Term 
Evolution) and LTE-Advanced. Its objective is to provide 
tangible results such as enhanced network architectures and 
deployment strategies, e.g. with small indoor and outdoor 
cells, energy aware management mechanisms, and 
innovative component designs, all with respect to optimized 
energy efficiency. EARTH has set itself the ambitious goal 
to reduce the overall energy consumption of mobile 
broadband networks by a factor of 50% and to significantly 
reduce carbon dioxide emission and operating cost. A major 
part of the reduction will be reached during low load 
situations, by ensuring that the energy consumption of 
access networks is proportional to the traffic load. All results 
will be integrated into one system solution and will be 
validated in a real operator testbed and system simulations. 
A. NETWORK LEVEL 
Fig. 4 shows the scope of the network level oriented 
system work packages of EARTH. 
EARTH targets significant energy savings by using new 
deployment strategies of radio access networks. Because of 
the strong decrease in signal strength with increasing 
distance from the base station the energy efficiency 
generally increases with decreasing cell size. This is limited 
by the fact that each base station must permanently support 
some basic functionality and that the effort to deploy very 
large numbers of small base stations may be uneconomical. 
A crucial task of EARTH will be to determine the ideal cell 
size that is expected to be significantly smaller than in 
conventional macro cell deployments. Furthermore, the role 
of repeaters and relays for energy efficient operation will be 
analyzed in detail, because these techniques have been 
introduced for capacity increase but also bring the 
transmitters closer to the receivers and therefore benefit 
from the effect discussed above. 
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Fig. 4.  Green network management tasks in EARTH. 
An unavoidable consequence of reducing the cell size or 
of using repeaters is the stronger inter-cell interference. 
Avoiding interference with a frequency reuse scheme results 
in lower spectral efficiency. Therefore it is preferable either 
to coordinate the interference or to manage it at the receiver 
end by deploying multiuser detection strategies. These  
cooperation strategies are well studied for their spectral 
efficiency ([28] and references therein) and can provide 
starting points to evaluate the energy efficiency of these 
deployments. As already mentioned, this comes with an 
associated cost of higher computation energy at the receiver 
end and in terms of increased energy for control message 
signalling.  
Small cell deployments and hierarchical deployments with 
overlay macro cells may lead to a situation where many cells 
are hardly loaded. In particular, this applies to situations 
where the load varies over different times of the day. In high 
load situations the best solution may be to provide coverage 
using many small cells, whereas in low load situations cells 
with only few users can be turned off by the network 
management. Self-organizing mechanisms and signalling 
protocols are required to detect such situations in order to 
redirect users and to adjust the network coverage, e.g. by 
changing antenna tilt angles.  
EARTH will also analyze and exploit the potential arising 
from cooperation of radio access technologies, where one 
technique is more energy efficient for certain types of 
services than others. From an algorithmic point of view, 
multi-RAT radio resource management involves cooperative 
scheduling and interference coordination algorithms. A 
relative decrease in quality of service can be traded off 
against a decrease in energy consumption without 
jeopardizing the user experience. Some initial studies on 
cooperative scheduling [29], power and radio resource 
management [30][31] are available for specific systems and 
simplified scenarios.  
The project also includes new architectures such as 
networks with multi-hop transmission or ad-hoc mesh 
networks. Finally, adaptive provisioning of backhaul 
capacities depending on the momentary needs can reduce the 
energy consumption. 
B. COMPONENT LEVEL 
A huge potential for energy saving is related to the power 
amplifiers, which consume the largest part of power in the 
base station (Fig. 5). 
 
 
Fig. 5.  Breakdown of power consumption in radio base stations [32]. https://www.ict-earth.eu/
▸ Vision global, holistique
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Also on the component level (Fig 6) EARTH follows an 
integrated approach, addressing advanced transceiver 
architectures that interface to the resource and network 
management. Next to the optimization of  the transceiver 
power efficiency itself, this enables power savings defined 
on the network level s ch s a change of the radio frequency 
band as well as dynamic changes of the mobile radio 
standard by supporting cognitive radio approaches. 
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Fig. 6.  Green radio. 
 
The recent evolution of mobile communication systems 
from GSM to the Long Term Evolution of 3GPP leads to a 
continuous rise of the peak-to-average power ratios (PAPR), 
which will further increase by using multicarrier and multi-
standard solutions. The undistorted transmission of such 
signals requires operating the power amplifiers on average 
levels far below their maximum signal output power and 
thus strongly limits their power efficiency. 
To be up to the requirements of an energy efficient 
system, future power efficient transceivers need more 
complex amplifier architectures with improved energy 
efficiency combined with measures to reduce the signal 
PAPR parameter. By implementing new interfaces and an 
algorithmic intelligence, the transceiver can adapt to the 
system load by analyzing the incoming base band signals 
For example, the average signal power can be estimated in 
advance and an adjustment of supply voltages can be 
performed. Also it is possible to switch off some of the 
several baseband boards or other components. This 
capability of the transceiver allows it to follow energy 
saving measures on a system level with a minimum of 
signalling between different layers.  
Another source of energy wastage is due to reflections at 
the antenna back to the transceiver. These reflections depend 
on the impedance matching of the amplifier, which in turn 
depends on the power level and the antenna environment. 
Active tuning of the matching network can cancel these 
reflections. 
Finally, a number of new transmission techniques can be 
exploited for energy efficiency transmission of the data over 
the air, such as MIMO (multiple input multiple output), 
adaptive antennas, coordinated multipoint transmission 
mechanisms, and advanced retransmission techniques. On 
the lower layers, physical parameters such as the amount and 
frequency of broadcasted pilot signals will be addressed to 
minimise the system overhead in the radio transmission. 
V. GREEN TOUCH 
A different approach to energy efficiency is taken by the 
Green Touch Initiative that has recently been announced 
[27]. Starting from principles of information theory and 
computer sciences Green Touch has analyzed the 
fundamental limits of global communication systems [26]. It 
turns out that fundamental physical limits would allow 
designing a system that is several orders of magnitude more 
efficient than today’s systems. However, downwards 
compatibility, deployed infrastructure and performance of 
available technology hinder the realization. Alcatel-Lucent 
Bell Labs have taken the initiative to shift these barriers to 
unprecedented energy efficiency and has formed a 
consortium of equipment manufacturers, network operators 
and leading academia. The aim is to completely rethink 
communication systems, to analyze the theoretical 
potentials, to tackle fundamental research in information 
theory and electronic devices. Within five years the 
consortium, that is still open to further members, wants to 
demonstrate proof-of-concept to build confidence in ICT 
industry in such completely new system designs. 
A. NETWORK LEVEL 
The potential of base stations with smaller cell size has 
been discussed above. But already today it is critical for 
operators to acquire new sites and a deployment with one or 
two order of magnitude higher density of sites seems 
impossible from management and configuration as well as 
from economic point of view. Fundamental research is 
required to provide highly scalable architectures and 
management systems. 
Following the introduction of MIMO into the 4G system 
standards, the next level of complexity in wireless 
transmission must be addresses for future systems. 
Cooperative network-MIMO [33] is an example for such 
approaches. Basic information theoretical and radio 
engineering issues need to be solved. 
B. COMPONENT LEVEL 
In traditional systems the power demand of the power 
amplifier is dominating the energy consumption (fig 6). This 
makes improvements of amplifier efficiency the most 
obvious lever for energy savings, e.g. in the EARTH project. 
However, for future systems with very small cells or with 
cooperative multi-point transmission the required transmit 
power per base station will be orders of magnitude smaller 
than for today’s macro cells. This implicitly reduces the 
energy consumption of DC power supply and dispenses air 
conditioning. At the same time, the computation demand 
increases for cooperative transmission, e.g. in advanced 
MIMO algorithms. Both effects lead to a situation where the 
weights in figure 5 are changing fundamentally and signal 
processing is dominating the power consumption. While the 
scaling of Silicon based processor efficiency with the help of 
Moore’s law is approaching physical limits, wireless 
communication demands for new low-power and high-speed 
https://www.ict-earth.eu/
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Système à grand nombre d’antennes
▸ Augmenter le rapport puissance reçue
puissance transmise▸ Antennes colocalisées ou distribuées
“David vs Goliath“ or ”Small Cells vs Massive MIMO“
How to densify: “More antennas or more BSs?”
Questions:
I Should we install more base stations or simply more antennas per base?
I How can massively many antennas be efficiently used?
I Can massive MIMO simplify the signal processing?
4 / 25
M. Debbah, Green Networks: Small Cells or Massive MIMO, GDR-ISIS 2012
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▸ Antennes colocalisées
Puissance transmise en fonction du nombre d’antennes
(mesure en chambre anéchoïque)
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 Beam-forming for energy efficiency, 
not capacity
 First GreenTouch technology 
demonstration
LARGE SCALE ANTENNA SYSTEM
Measured transmit power is 
inversely proportional to the 
number of antennas:
GreenTouch, Alcatel-Lucent, 2012
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▸ Antennes distribuées
▸ 1500 W → 150 W → 15 W → 10 W
EARTH PROJECT 
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FIGURE 12 shows the DC power consumption breakdown for different types of BSs at maximum load. It is 
interesting to note that in Macro BSs it is mainly the PA that dominates the total power consumption, owing to 
the high antenna interface losses. On the other hand, the breakdown is more balanced in micro BSs. 
Remarkably, in smaller BSs like pico and femto, it is the baseband part that dominates the overall power 
consumption.   
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FIGURE 12. BS power consumption breakdown for different deployment scenarios. 
4.3. BS POWER CONSUMPTION AT VARIABLE LOAD 
In a conventional BS, the power consumption depends on the traffic load; it is mainly the PA power 
consumption that scales down due to reduced traffic load. This mainly happens when, e.g., the number of 
occupied subcarriers is reduced in idle mode operation, and/or there are subframes not carrying data. 
Naturally this scaling over signal load largely depends on the BS type; for macro BSs the PA accounts for 55-
60% of the overall power consumption at full load, whereas for low power nodes the PA power consumption 
amounts to less than 30% of the total. 
FIGURE 13 shows BS power consumption curves for a LTE system with 10 MHz bandwidth and 2x2 MIMO 
configuration. Three sectors are considered for macro BSs, whereas omni-directional antennas are used for 
the smaller BS types. While the power consumption Pin is load dependent for macro BSs, and to a lesser extent 
for micro BSs, there is a negligible load dependency for pico and femto BSs. The reason is that for low power 
BSs, the impact of the PA is diminishing. In contrast, the share of BB power consumption increases in smaller 
BS types. Other components hardly scale with the load in a state of the art implementation; although some 
more innovative designs could lead to an improved power scaling at low loads. 
Livrable D2.3 projet EARTH
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▸ Réseau hétérogène
Network Topology and Coverage 
  Claims 
  Deterministic (i.e. grid) models are highly idealized  
  Fixed models are not scalable to a HetNet 
  Results based on traditional models are quite questionable 
Actual 4G macrocells 3-tier Hetnet Real data 3-tier Hetnet PPP 
Source: http://arxiv.org/abs/1103.2177 
M. Kountouris, Analysis and design of energy-efficient heterogeneous networks using stochastic
geometry, GDR-ISI, 2011
▸ Exploiter le mode veille des stations de base
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Consommation BS
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. COPYRIGHT © ALCATEL-LUCENT 2011.24 |
• Wireless access networks are dimensioned for estimated peak demand 
using dense layers of cell coverage
• Traffic varies during the day
• Energy consumption is almost constant – Due to the power consumed by 
signaling
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EE (W−1) vs. charge du réseauNumerical Results 
  Expectedly, load-dependent switch off performs better than random sleeping M. Kountouris, op. cit.▸ Séparer
▸ Données/signalisation▸ Couverture/capacité du réseau▸ Optimiser la transmission des signaux de signalisation▸ Améliorer la réactivité des réseaux
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Consommation (W/bit/s) vs. distance point d’accès (m)
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FIGURE 6. (a) Area power consumption and (b) area throughput over inter site distance 
The metric of  FIGURE 6a disregards the improved area throughput due to the micro base stations. The throughput 
calculation is based on indoor users only and interference from all base stations is considered. Higher user 
densities yield a higher area throughput due to less micro cells being empty. The ratio of both metrics, area power 
consumption and area throughput, yields the power consumption per throughput, which is shown in  FIGURE 7 
over the inter site distance. It is observed, that the additional power consumption due to additional base stations 
in heterogeneous networks can be overco pensated through a significantly increased throughput, also for low 
load situations. On the other hand, pure micro networks are able to outperform all considered heterogeneous 
deployments due to the very high spatial reuse of resources.  
 
FIGURE 7. Ratio of power consumption and throughput over inter site distance 
The superiority of pure micro networks with regard to area power over throughput has to be related to its much 
higher area power consumption, i.e., the optimum deployment does not provide excessive area throughput over 
the real capacity requirement. For high load scenarios the best deployment can be taken from  FIGURE 8 (for low 
load scenarios it looks similar), where the gain in area power consumption is plotted over the area throughput 
target. Note that every point on each curve belongs to an optimal inter site distance of the corresponding 
network topology.  
Livrable D3.1 projet EARTH
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Réseau adaptatif
▸ Adaptation au trafic
▸ Partie radio en mode veille lorsque le trafic est nul▸ Ajustement de la bande de fréquence▸ Point de fonctionnement de l’AP adaptatif▸ Taille des cellules adaptative
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Finally,  FIGURE 43 shows the daily variation of energy consumption and potential energy savings as countrywide 
average. The reference values for the traffic and active user profiles are their daily peaks. For the power profiles, 
it is the peak power consumption of the network in the cell-DTX case. The lower power curve belongs to the case 
when load transfer is combined with cell-DTX. For this particular network scenario a maximum power saving of 
45% seems feasible by the adaptive load transfer and cell DTX scheme during the morning hours. The overall 
power savings during the entire day is 40%. The optimized broadband network does not have full rural coverage, , 
and we assume in this experiment that a collocated 2G network covers the inactive and voice users. In a well 
established multi-RAT deployment with good rural broadband coverage, more energy-savings are expected 
compared to the figures presented here. Multi-RAT cooperation and spectrum partitioning (either in the time or 
frequency domain) techniques can additionally save power in rural areas. 
Daily Variation of Energy Consumption with and without EE 
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FIGURE 43. Daily variation of energy consumption and potential energy savings 
3.2.4. Cooperative Multi-RAT Management 
The main motivations and goals are to reduce the system energy consumption by adding energy efficiency as the 
fourth quality criterion beyond user throughput, cell capacity and coverage. Multi-RAT management is applied to 
reduce the number of active base stations/cells adaptively to the actual traffic demand. The subject of our 
investigation is an ideal system, which can dynamically determine where and what base stations are required to 
provide the required minimum service quality and coverage. 
First we summarize our main assumptions and describe our evaluation methodology. Then we evaluated different 
traffic scenarios, and finally, we give a short summary, where we include the main steps for future work. 
3.2.4.1. Assumptions and system parameters 
The main system parameters are set according to the EARTH baseline system defined in D2.2  [6]. The assumptions 
and system parameters relevant in the study were: 
• Low/high frequency bands for legacy networks (WCDMA/HSPA) were 900/2100MHz; 
• Low/high frequency bands for LTE were 800/2100MHz; 
• In urban environment NLOS path loss models were applied; 
• In non-urban environment (including suburban and rural) LOS
3
 path loss models were applied; 
                                               
 
3
 LOS is according to the 3GPP TR36.814 terminology.  
Livrable D3.1 projet EARTH
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adaptive modulation. However, by adapting
modulation order to balance transmit energy
and circuit energy consumption, MISO systems
outperform SISO systems. Different MIMO
schemes may have different EE in different sce-
narios. In [23], adaptive switching strategy among
different MIMO modes is investigated. Space-
division multiplexing, space-time coding, and
SISO transmission are adapted based on the
CSI. It is shown that smart adaptation can
achieve a better EE-SE trade-off than single-
MIMO mode and improvement of EE up to 30
percent compared to non-adaptive systems.
Existing research on the EE of MIMO tech-
niques mainly focuses on open-loop SU-MIMO
schemes. A lot of potential research can be
developed in other aspects of MIMO schemes to
further improve EE. Some possible topics are as
follows.
Closed-loop MIMO schemes: Closed-loop
MIMO schemes, such as beamforming and pre-
coding, are shown to enhance SE efficiently.
However, the overhead for CSI feedback will
consume additional radio resources, including
time, bandwidth, and power. Whether or when
closed-loop MIMO schemes are more helpful
than open-loop ones to save energy is still an
open issue.
Energy-efficient MIMO schemes in multi-
user and multicell scenarios: In multi-user and
multicell environments, the existence of interus-
er and intercell interference complicates the
design of energy-efficient MIMO systems. How
to utilize the spatial resource to maximize EE
while suppressing interference is well worth
investigating.
Energy-efficient MIMO-OFDMA systems:
MIMO schemes are usually incorporated into
OFDMA systems. The spatial and frequency
resource can be jointly allocated to improve EE.
However, the complexity of the joint design may
be prohibitive. Effective but simple algorithms
need to be developed to obtain a trade-off
between complexity and performance.
RELAY TRANSMISSION
Relay in wireless networks provides another way
to improve performance and potentially save
energy. By deploying relay nodes, more connec-
tions between the source node and the destina-
tion node are built, and data from the source
node can be delivered through multiple wireless
links. Due to independence among different fad-
ing channels/links, diversity gain can be obtained,
and SE can be consequently improved. There-
fore, the time to transmit a fixed amount of data
is reduced, and so is the consumed energy. If
advanced resource allocation schemes are
applied, energy can be further saved.
In a typical relay system, a transmission peri-
od consists of two phases: broadcasting and mul-
tiple access. During the broadcasting phase, the
source node sends data over the air, which may
be received by the relay nodes, or both the relay
and destination nodes. During the multi-access
phase, the relay nodes, or both the source and
relay nodes transmit data to the destination
nodes. Note that the nodes to transmit and
receive in these two phases depend on the spe-
cific protocols. The transmission schemes at the
relay nodes can be amplify-and-forward (AF) or
detect-and-forward (DF) transmission methods.
As shown in Fig. 4, two kinds of relay systems
are considered in the literature: pure relay sys-
tems and cooperative relay systems [24]. For the
pure relay systems, the role of the relay nodes is
only to help the source node to transmit data,
while in the cooperative relay systems, all the
nodes act as information sources as well as relays.
PURE RELAY SYSTEMS
For pure relay systems, a critical problem is how
to use the relay nodes efficiently, including how
many relay nodes are needed for data delivery
and how the relay nodes are configured. The
EE-SE trade-off of pure relay systems in AWGN
relay channels has been investigated in [25],
where the optimal power allocation among relay
nodes is proposed to maximize EE. It has been
shown that the performance (either consumed
energy or data rate) depends on the transmission
strategy of each node, the locations of the relay
nodes, and the data rate used by each node. Two
suboptimal communication schemes, common
rate and common power schemes, are proposed
to capture the inherent constraints of networks,
bandwidth, and energy. Figure 5, from [25],
demonstrates the impact of the hop number,
node locations, and data rate on EE. Although
power allocation, and the number and locations
of nodes affect the EE significantly, such joint
design is very complex and may not be suitable
for some practical scenarios. Some simple and
effective relay transmission strategies have been
proposed. In order to simplify the relay network,
only two-hop communications are set up
between the source and destination nodes. Dif-
ferent relay selection schemes have been pro-
posed in [26, 27]. In [26], the best relay node is
selected distributively, while in [27], several relay
nodes are selected for beamforming based on a
simple selection strategy. It is shown that the EE
may not increase with the number of relay nodes
due to cooperation overhead.
Figure 4. Two structures of relay systems.
Base station Relay station User
(a) (b)
LI LAYOUT  12/5/11  1:05 PM  Page 32
G.Y. LI et al., Energy-efficient wireless communications: Tutorial, survey and open issues, IEEE WC,
déc. 2011
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sion errors and the consequent need for retransmissions. Clearly,
increasingd the number of intermediate hops the likelihood of trans-
mission errors over the entire path.
Assuming that each of the @ links has an independent packet er-
ror rate of ,
T
'Xef , the probability of a transmission error over the en-
tire path, denoted by , , is given by
,
5
:ﬁCgﬁG,
T
'Xef
$
U
(7)
The number of transmissions (including retransmissions) necessary
to ensure the successful transfer of a packet between A and  is then
a geometrically distributed random variable h , such that
Prob
H
h
5ji
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The mean number of individual packet transmissions for the suc-
cessful transfer of a single packet is thus


b
3
. Since each such trans-
mission uses total energy .

2
/RKT
given by Equation (6), the total ex-
pected energy required in the reliable transmission of a single packet
is given by:
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The equation clearly demonstrates the effect of increasing @ on
the total energy necessary; while the term @ ﬂb

in the denominator
increases with @ , the error-related term gﬁt,
T
'Xef
$
U
decreases with
@ . By treating N as a continuous variable and taking derivatives, it
is easy to see that the optimal value of the number of hops, @ 243

is
given by:
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Thus a larger value of ,
T
'Xef corresponds to a smaller value for the
optimal number of intermediate forwarding nodes. Also, the opti-
mal value for @ increases linearly with the attenuation coefficient
	
. There is thus clearly an optimal value of @ ; while lower values
of @ do not exploit the potential reduction in the transmission en-
ergy, higher values of @ cause the overhead of retransmissions to
dominate the total energy budget.
To study these tradeoffs graphically, we plot .
oqo0rtotal rel against
varying @ (for different values of , T 'Zef ) in Figure 1. For this graph,
[
and  (which are really arbitrary scaling constants) in the analy-
sis are kept at  and ﬀ respectively and 	
5

. The graph shows
that for low values of the link error rates, the probability of trans-
mission errors is relatively insignificant; accordingly, the presence
of multiple short-range hops nodes leads to a significant reduction
in the total energy consumption. However, when the error rates are
higher than around z , the optimal value of @ is fairly small; in
such scenarios, any potential power savings due to the introduction
of an intermediate node are negated by a sharp increase in the num-
ber of transmissions necessary due to a larger effective path error
rate. In contrast to earlier analyses, a path with multiple shorter
hops is thus not always beneficial than one with a smaller number
of long-distance hops.
3.1.1 Energy Costs for TCP Flows
Our formulation (Equation (8)) provides the total energy consumed
per packet using an ideal retransmission mechanism. TCP’s flow
control and error recovery algorithms could potentially lead to dif-
ferent values for the energy consumption, since TCP behavior dur-
ing loss-related transients can lead to unnecessary retransmissions.
While the effective TCP throughput (or goodput) as a function of
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the end-to-end loss probability has been derived in several analy-
ses (see [8, 3]), there exists no model to predict the total number
of packet transmissions (including retransmissions) for a TCP flow
subject to a variable packet loss rate. We thus use simulation stud-
ies using the ns-2 simulator 4, to measure the energy requirements
for reliable TCP transmissions. Figure 2 plots the energy consumed
by a persistent TCP flow, as well as the ideal values computed us-
ing Equation (8), for varying @ and for , T 'Xef 5{H  =    = JL . The
remarkably close agreement between our analytical predictions and
TCP-driven simulation results verifies the practical utility of our an-
alytical model.
3.2 Optimal Routes in HHR Case
In the case of the HHR model, a transmission error on a specific
link implies the need for retransmissions on that link alone. This
is a better model for multi-hop wireless networking environments,
which typically always employ link-layer retransmissions. In this
case, the link layer retransmissions on a specific link essentially en-
sure that the transmission energy spent on the other links in the path
is independent of the error rate of that link. For our analysis, we
do not bound the maximum number of permitted retransmissions: a
transmitter continues to retransmit a packet until the receiving node
acknowledges error-free reception. (Clearly, practical systems would
typically employ a maximum number of retransmission attempts to
|
Available at http://www.isi.edu/nsnam/ns
S. Banerjee, A. Misra, Minimum energy paths for reliable communication in multi-hop wireless networks,
MobiHoc’02
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Figure 7.2: Energy-delay tradeoﬀ of pure CMIMO in diﬀerent channels
7.4.2 CMIMO
In this subsection, all energy consumption and delay from three phases are considered.
The energy-delay tradeoﬀs of SISO (1 × 1), SIMO (1 × 2), MISO (2 × 1) and MIMO
(2×2) in three kind of channels are shown in Fig. 7.3 where all parameters are presented
in Table 2.1 and BPSK is adopted in all channels.
Fig. 7.3 shows that SISO becomes the optimal scheme in AWGN and block fading
channels and CMIMO has better energy eﬃciency than SISO in ﬂat fading channel still.
Comparing Fig. 7.3 with Fig. 7.2, we can deduce that the advantage of CMIMO in
energy eﬃciency and delay can not compensate for the additional energy consumption
and delay from the broadcast and aggregation phases. This result reveal that we should
reduce the energy consumption and delay caused by broadcast and aggregation by some
technologies, for example, increasing transmit rate.
In ﬂat fading channel, CMIMO can bring a lot of advantage. In following section,
we will analyze CMIMO in Nakagami-m ﬂat fading channel in detail.
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Coopération
▸ Gestion des interférences entre cellules
▸ Théorie des jeux▸ Annulation d’interférence▸ Traitement multicellulaire▸ Veille coopérative
Figures 7 and 8 show the results with different rate
constraints. In the simulation, Ri,min of all users are set
as the same. Note that IA-GT cannot always achieve the
rate constraints, especially when the rate constraint is
high. MC-JP performs always better than ICIC and IA-
GT. We can see that idling one BS can significantly
increase the NEE when the rate constraints are small.
However, the performance of idling one BS decreases
seriously when rate constraint becomes large. Especially
in Figure 8, idling one BS performs worst when Ri,min is
larger than 5 × 107 bps. The reason is that the transmit
power would dominate the total power consumption
when Ri,min is large and then active more BSs would
benefit. Fortunately, as BS idling is controlled adaptively
by CU in CI and the CI would degenerate to the MC-JP
in this case. Figure 9 is an example in which users are
located randomly between the two BSs and the perfor-
mance of CI is shown. We can see that CI performs bet-
ter in the low rate constraint case and performs the
same as MC-JP when rate constraint increases.
In order to externalize the performance of the net-
work, we plot the NEE in the multi-cell systems. Figure
10 plots the network layout in the simulation. The three
BSs in the center are set as the cooperative cluster and
the nine BSs outside are set as the interference cells.
The inter-site distance is set as 1 km. In Figure 11 and
12, average NEE versus each user’s rate constrain is
plotted and Ri,min of all users are set as the same in the
simulation. It is set as J = 4 in Figure 11 and J = 8 in
Figure 12. It is similar as the simulation in the two cells
that CI performs better than MC-JP in the low rate con-
straint scenarios and degenerates to MC-JP when rate
constraint becomes large. However, IA-GT performs
better than ICIC in Figure 11. That is because when J is
comparable with M, the matrix degree of freedom
would be used for canceling the interference in ICIC
and then the diversity gain decreases. When J = 8 in
Figure 12, there are enough degrees of freedom there,
and hence ICIC performs better than IA-GT.
Figure 13 and 14 show us the average NEE versus cell
size. Here, cell size means inter-site distance and no
rate constraint is considered. We can see the perfor-
mance gain of CI in the pictures. Interestingly, IA-GT
performs better than ICIC in Figure 13 and the perfor-
mance gap between IA-GT and ICIC becomes slight
when cell size increases. That is because interference
becomes more significant with denser network deploy-
ment and then ICIC is better in the small cell size
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Figure 7 Network energy efficiency versus rate constraint, user locations: 0.1, 0.1.
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Figure 9 Average network energy efficiency in a two-cell system.
Xu et al. EURASIP Journal on Wireless Communications and Networking 2011, 2011:165
http://jwcn.eurasipjournals.com/content/2011/1/165
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Fig. 7. Energy sources and respective transducers to power autonomous sensor nodes.
Adapted from Thomas (2006) with additional power sources.
energy. The whole energy harvesting process involves energy conversion hardware that con-
verts the environmental energy into electrical energy, electrical energy conditioning by the
power management circuit and then store in energy storage elements and finally supply to
the electrical load.
7.2 Benefits of Energy Harvesting
Energy harvesting provides numerous benefits to the end user and some of the major benefits
about EH suitable for WSN are stated and elaborated in the following list. Energy harvesting
solutions can:
1. Reduce the dependency on battery power. With the advancement of microelectronics
technology, the power consumption of the sensor nodes are getting lesser and lesser,
hence harvested ambient/environmental energy may be sufficient to eliminate battery
completely.
2. Reduce installation cost. Self-powered wireless sensor nodes do not require power ca-
bles wiring and conduits, hence they are very easy to install and they also reduce the
heavy installation cost.
3. Reduce maintenance cost. Energy harvesting allows for the sensor nodes to function
unattended once deployed and eliminates service visits to replace batteries.
4. Provide sensing and actuation capabilities in hard-to-access hazardous environments
on a continuous basis.
5. Provide long-term solutions. A reliable self-powered sensor node will remain func-
tional virtually as long as the ambient energy is available. Self-powered sensor nodes
are perfectly suited for long-term applications looking at decades of monitoring.
6. Reduce environmental impact. Energy harvesting can eliminate the need for millions
on batteries and energy costs of battery replacements.
7.3 Various Energy Harvesting Techniques
In both academic research works and industry applications, there are many research and de-
velopment works being carried out on harnessing large-scale energy from various renewable
energy sources such as solar, wind and water/hydro NREL (2010). Little attention has been
paid to small-scale energy harvesting methods and devices in the past as there are hardly any
need. Having said that, it does not mean that there is no research activity being conducted on
small-scale energy harvesting. In fact, there are quite a significant amount of research works
recorded in the literature that discuss about scavenging or harvesting small-scale environ-
mental energy for low powered mobile electronic devices especially wireless sensor nodes.
Figure.8 shows various types of ambient energy forms suitable for energy harvesting along
with examples of the energy sources. The energy types are thermal energy, radiant energy
and mechanical energy.
Fig. 8. Types of ambient energy sources suitable for energy harvesting
Some energy harvesting research prototypes for harvesting various energy sources have been
discussed. A substantial piece of the research work done by Roundy et al. in Roundy et al.
(2004) describes the extraction of energy from kinetic motion. Roundy gave a comprehen-
sive examination on vibration energy scavenging for wireless sensor network. There are other
vibration based energy harvesting research works being reported for instances piezoelectric
generators in shoes Schenck et al. (2001), wearable electronic textiles Emdison et al. (2002) and
electromagnetic vibration-basedmicrogenerator devices for intelligent sensor systems Glynne
et al. (2004). In the research area of thermal energy harvesting, both Stevens Stevens (1999)
and Lawrence et al. Lawrence et al. (2002) consider the system design aspects for thermal
energy scavenging via thermoelectric conversion that exploits the natural temperature differ-
ence between the ground and air. Similarly, Leonov et al. Leonov et al. (2007) have considered
thermal energy harvesting through thermoelectric power generation from body heat to power
Y.K. Tan et S.K. Panda, Review of Energy Harvesting Technologies for Sustainable Wireless Sensor
Network, Chap.2, Wireless sensor network, Intechbook, 2010
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Organisations
▸ Intergouvernementales▸ ITU, Telecommunication Standardization Advisory Group 5,
Joint Coordination Activity, aspect environnemental des
phénomènes électromagnétiques et changement climatique▸ ITU-T L.1410, ITU-T L.1420 : méthodes pour évaluer l’impact
environnemental des biens, services et organisations des TIC▸ ETSI, Comité technique EE (environmental engineering)▸ EN 300 019, EN 300 132, EN 300 119, EN 300 253 : tests,
alimentation, fonctionnement des équipements et des centres
de télécommunication▸ ETSI TS 103 199 : spécification pour l’évaluation du cycle de
vie des équipements, réseaux et services▸ GHG Protocol, empreinte carbone des organisations, des
projets et des produits▸ IEC, CENELEC. . .▸ Consortiums, alliances, forums▸ ATIS, comité STEP Sustainability in Telecom: Energy and
Protection, efficacité énergétique équipements▸ ATIS-0600015.06.2011▸ GeSI, WWRF, Mobile VCE, GreenTouch
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Projets
▸ Européen (FP7-ICT, CELTIC)
▸ TREND, towards real energy-efficient network design▸ EARTH, energy aware radio and network technologies▸ C2POWER, cognitive radio and cooperative strategies for
power saving in multi-standard wireless devices▸ ECONET, low energy consumption networks▸ SACRA, spectrum and energy efficiency through multi-band
cognitive radio▸ GREEN-T, green terminals for next generation wireless systems▸ SPECTRA, spectrum and energy efficiency through multi-band
cognitive radio▸ OPERA-Net2, optimising power efficiency in mobile radio
networks 2▸ Nationaux (ANR)
▸ EcoSCells, efficient cooperating small cells▸ GRECO, green wireless communicating objects▸ TRIMARAN, communications MIMO OFDM vertes à base
d’antennes micro-structurées et de retournement temporel
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